
PRESS PULLS (SELECTED) – DIED YOUNG STAYED PRETTY 
 

“Impressive documentary, very creatively shot…most fascinating” 
--- JIAN GHOMESHI CBC National Radio "Q"  

 
"Raw -- an outlaw movie about outlaw artists"- Peter Rainer, NPR 

 
"A captivating artifact of an era."   --THE VILLAGE VOICE 

 
"One of the most fascinating documentaries of the year" 

--LITTLE WHITE LIES 
 

"the Citizen Kane of underground rock poster art documentaries" --LA WEEKLY 
 

"Unexpectedly excellent...A Blast of a Movie" 
  --SPOUTBLOG 

 
"Yaghoobian proves she has a flair for the telling detail every bit as keen as her subjects". 

--GLOBE AND MAIL  
 

Eileen Yaghoobian's fabulous debut doc is an inclusive look at the renaissance of poster art in 
the wake of punk and the rebirth of a defiant counterculture.” 

---THE GAZETTE  
 

"The film is a work of art similar to the posters it features...the poster art, and stories told by 
its makers ...render this a strange but strangely compelling viewing experience." 

--FILMMAKER MAGAZINE 
 

One is left in no doubt that this bunch of eccentrics, loners and mad men are exercising their 
artistic freedoms in ways that few artists ever do. Well worth renting, downloading or stealing. 

---THE LIST  
 

"Yaghoobian's nonlinear editing is as offbeat as the posters, with non sequiturs and strange 
asides. She lets scenes run a few seconds longer than most directors would -- to good effect." 

--NEW YORK POST  
 

" The rest of us can marvel at how Yaghoobian creates something so visually arresting out of a 
guy standing on a sidewalk or in a garage. Now that is art." 

---STATEN ISLAND ADVANCE.  

"If Helvetica opened the doors to a mass audience for design, three new films are taking it one 
step further”  --PRINT MAGAZINE 

"Packed with stunning art and full of sharp insights into the artistic process" 

--- EYE FOR FILM  
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"The life of a poster designer is captured perfectly in the film Died Young, Stayed Pretty" 

--- BUST MAGAZINE 

“…the designers are an idiosyncratic bunch, but Yaghoobian skillfully weaves together their 
varied subjects, pointing towards common obsessions…and slipping in and out of unintentional 
but still fascinating debates. It's those that ultimately make Died Young a success, the motley 
collection of designers making sense of their work through a series of punk, counterculture, 
socialist and aesthetic frameworks, never indulging in arch pretentiousness, but nevertheless 

revealing and revelling in all the things that a simple gig poster can be.” 

---VUE WEEKLY  
 

"Died Young, Stayed Pretty considers a subculture acutely aware of its own obsolescence: 
artists committed to the design, hand printing and stapled-to-a-telephone-pole distribution of 
rock posters. They are resigned to their marginalization in a culture where the cutting edge of 

marketing-and music-has mostly gone digital." ---THE NY TIMES. 

"Punk may be dead but its corpse is still twitching..." ---TOTAL FILM  

 
"What a cool, unexpected kick this film was" 

 ---PASTE MAGAZINE 
 

“Died Young Stayed Pretty is a fascinating 
look at the rock poster renaissance”—MIRROR 

 
“Finally somebody had the endurance and fortitude and plain old nerdiness to track down the 
evil geniuses responsible for the screen-printed, photocopied, hand-doodled, bled-in, spat-in, 
culture-jammed art that is stapled, taped and stuck with chewing-gum onto post boxes, bus 

shelters and telephone poles prêt de chez vous.” – HOUR 

“A visually stunning film”---SHADOWS ON THE WALL  

“The truth of it is that it isn’t remotely interesting; it is actually downright fascinating and 
provocative… a refreshing take on the documentary that is just as much about the people 

behind the posters as the progression of the culture itself.  The result is an engrossing 
exploration of influence, rebellion and the human condition that perfectly mirrors the language 

of the subject it presents.” -- IONCINEMA 

“Died Young,Stayed Pretty made me want to seek out the art on display. Strictly as a 
documentary, it made me want to watch it again, just to soak it all in” 

--TWITCH FILM 

 
"Brilliant Doc" NPR KPBS 

 

"Seriously. It's good...Don't miss it." NASHVILLE SCENE 
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"The miracle, as captured by Yaghoobian's film, is that their work-the work they live and die by-
stays honest and brutal and true." --NASHVILLE SCENE CRITICS PICK--BEST IN NASHVILLE 

 
"Delivers the goods in a non-linear, slam-bang fashion that's stimulating and refreshingly raw" 

---BIZARRE  
 

"Incredibly inspiring and Intricate film" ---CONVERSE MUSIC 
 

"It's a terrific piece of work" ---UPTOWN MAGAZINE GRADE: A! 
 

“Newest art on the block“ TORONTO STAR 
 

“Great doc about the rebirth of the mighty culture-subverting rock poster” --THE GAZETTE 

“In her effort to gratuitously reaffirm the hazy political consequence of punk's DIY aesthetics, 
Eileen Yaghoobian moves beyond fashion and reactionary two-chord aggression. Died Young, 
Stayed Pretty locates the contemporary nexus of punk in the underground gig poster scene.” 

---EXCLAIM! 

“The poster makers... mine the outer limits of violence and misogyny with a garish, pop art 
palette.” ---DETROIT FREE PRESS  

 
“The film reminds us of a tactile, cut-and-paste subculture that’s still alive and well in the 

internet age.”---DAILY TELEGRAPH  

 
“The fast moving, seemingly random approach gets us best into the heads of these artists.”   

 ---EFILMCRITIC.COM  

 
“Died Young is an entertaining film with sharp cultural observations that even dares to examine 

the collective American psychoses.” --CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER 

“Are posters the new punk?” ---ADBUSTERS 

 
“A worthwhile doc about an unreported arm of the alt-rock industry.” 

--- FILM4  
 

---METRO 
 

" The lines of communication work like a stream-of-consciousness rave and Yaghoobian uses 
this disarray to her best and slickest advantage." 

---CINEMATHEQUE 
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“The week in Pop: Best movie” -- POP CANDY USA TODAY 

 
“Yaghoobian has produced a psychological portrait of a distinctly related but fractured scene of 

contemporary artists.” 

---ATLANTA CREATIVE LOAFING  
 

“A can't-miss for aficionados of punk culture and/or visual art, and plenty interesting for a 
novice, if only for the goofy personalities and the filmmaker's fun aesthetic choices.” 

--PITTSBURGH CITY PAPER  
 

“Are these cultural artifacts or just more trash littering the light posts and bulletin boards of 
your city? That all depends on the eye of the beholder.” 

---AUSTIN CHRONICLE 
 

"...runs a wide gamut from collage to comics-style drawing, from political and pop culture satire, 
to the surely surreal."  

SF Bay Gaurdian (Pick of the WEEK) 
 

"Died Young, Stayed Pretty" is fun and illuminating."---CONNECTICUT POST 
 

“Yaghoobian uncovers a unique subculture filled with fascinating characters.” 
--- THE CHRONICLE HERALD 

“The film is fascinating in its illumination of what has been (and maybe should remain) hidden in 
the dark underbelly of the graphic art subculture.” 

 ---PRONETWORKS SXSW FILM FESTIVAL CHOICE  
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